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To understand what is radical about computation is to understand its basis in the algorithm.  Algorithmic 

scripting is an entirely unnatural means for designing, given the geometrical techniques and 

mathematics embodied in architecture since Vitruvius.  The algorithm is not really a mathematical 

function strictly defined.  Nor does it belong to logic.  It is strangely hybrid.  But it is the most powerful 

tool for generating complexity.  And it is the most simple.  Geometrical concepts of shape and form 

might seem natural to us in many ways. Geometry might seem in fact necessary to the very idea of 

architecture and has persisted through the first phase of computational design during the 90s when 

computer software was first introduced as an experimental medium for designing.  But the algorithm 

conflicts with the entire history of architecture’s use of geometry as a model of meaning.   Suffice it to 

say that if perspective disappeared from painting, then it is quite possible that one day geometry will 

disappear from architectural design.  And as algorithms continue to define one of the most 

comprehensive transformations of analysis and communication, and therefore quite possibly the way in 

which tend to think about things (say, in relational and combinatorial terms) this seems less a matter of 

if and more a matter of when.  In which case, the comparison between computational architecture and 

post-war abstraction should take on a completely different meaning than the one presented in the 

recent essay by Sean Keller titled “Playing the Field.” 

 

Keller asks what would be the result of a self-critical computational architecture since at the moment its 

main emphasis has been to operate primarily within the surface logic of “skins” rather than to explore 

the tension between, for example, skin and shape or our sense of scale and corporeality.  

 

The challenge is important since currently it is difficult to find a self-critical practice within the various 

forms of research that is definitive for the field of architecture as a whole.  Computation is a dominant 

force in the architectural field.  The question is whether it’s a critical force.  Keller’s introduces post-war 

abstraction as a conceptual filter for methodological self-reflection, but despite the fact that it builds 

upon analogies with computation it has nothing to do with computation as a technique.   Keller’s essay a 

compositional or conceptual approach computation intended to call out possibly interesting conflicts 



between, for example, pattern and shape and as such his points are rooted in top-down thinking rather 

than a critical, bottom-up approach (often called emergent) which is the basis of much contemporary 

research in computationally generative design.  One cannot simply impose the logic of conflict upon a 

system from the outside as a critical reflection of its behavior.  To do so is to make that conflict a model 

of meaning that is teleological and idealistic.  

 

So, if post-war abstraction is a kind of conceptual filter for computational architecture’s self-critical 

agenda, it is a move outside the set of problems and contradictions internal to current algorithmic 

processes, driving us back towards a geometrical nostalgia for resolution that has defined architecture 

as monument since time immemorial.1  Although it remains to be seen how the relationship between 

pattern and shape plays out in computational architecture, Keller’s essay misses what might be a more 

challenging risk – bucking the ideality and relationship between  and Form that continues to 

inhabit architecture as the Holy Ghost and which Bataille roughly dismantled as a transcendental form of 

thinking in his writings on the Formless and architecture.  The algorithm loses its radicality (and maybe 

this is a poor choice of word) if it is seen as an instrumental logic to refine geometry rather than a path 

to break into a different system of knowledge, potentially unacceptable and transgressive if not simply 

ugly and repulsive. If Keller’s points are meant to shake up architectural reflection regarding the 

algorithm then I think they need to be much more aggressive. 

 

The parallel with post-war abstraction (Keller’s moral demand “architects ought”), first of all, should not 

only be a call for architects to engage self-critical development, but also to engage the very premise of 

the radical.  In painting this meant to purge narrative (literature) as well as figuration and perspective 

and still arrive at something called a picture (this is the Kantian motif filtered through Greenberg and by 

now it is a cliche), or to purge the set of actions idealized in the function of artist-as-producer (the 

alternative being Warhol).  In sculpture the radical development involved artists disengaging problems 

of space and form from the anthropomorphism (and narcissism) of the human form (to remove it from 

the pedestal, to extend its spatial complexity, or to expose its cultural and institutional assumptions).  If 

this concern were pushed far enough in architecture it might engender something that risks the identity 

of architecture as we currently know it, rather than reinforce the identity already in place.  One has to 

                                                           
1
 Neither of the primary examples in the essay are computational, they are in fact quite Modernist and only in a 

limited sense rely on computation as a feature of design. 



ask, in other words, what does architecture risk in computation if it is merely a difference or variation in 

form?   

 

Second, the self-critical relationship between process and the emergence of a diagrammatic logic that is 

definitive for the type of post-war abstraction Keller has in mind (one that shows the literalness of 

process against the figure of the result rather than absorbed by it) should be radical enough to extend 

beyond the encounter between the producer and his or her means.  And nowhere in the essay does he 

approach the question of the audience that is specific to architecture as spectacle at the scale of the 

city, at the scale of what is increasingly complicated regarding urban space.  In Keller’s examples the 

behavior of architecture in the city remains totally conservative with no distinction from its Modernist 

predecessors.   

 

Finally, there are the parallels in approach with post-war abstraction where, for example, Pollock, Stella, 

and LeWitt could be seen as having already engaged a kind of algorithmic logic (or analogue form of 

computing in the case of Pollock: paint as a Newtonian physics vector).  This point should be 

underscored in terms of the fact that computing is irreducible to the technological object called the 

computer or to calculation (or even scripting).  Computing in terms of the algorithm is a kind of 

procedural work that is explicit and literal, rather than implied and gestural, and one that should be self-

critical of the institutional contexts in which it has evolved.   But this can’t be done unless the term 

computation is itself critically defined, and in Keller’s essay “computation” arrives as a list of different 

techniques (many of which are diametrically opposed in their use) rather than as a question.  There is no 

inherent spatial logic, for example, in an algorithm and so why it is specific to computational 

architecture is left unremarked (the algorithm is the form of any operation concerning computation, and 

for better or worse, the origin of any “knowledge” you might get from Google’s search engines – the 

algorithm doesn’t have a spatial logic except in sequential terms any more than a Google result is an 

“answer” to a “question”).2 

                                                           
2
 Some types of computation are really just calculation.  They are analytical and they are meant to provide 

feedback about various performances of a building.  FEA, FEM, computational fluid dynamics and so on operate 
along these lines.  There are also types of computation that use features of dynamic modeling, forces, animation, 
calculus-based techniques in order to develop a form or spatial quality.  There are the types that use code to 
experiment with patterns and arrays and so on.  But there is no program currently that will simultaneously 
introduce analytical statements in relation to generative results except for form-finding, which are more or less like 
Gaudi’s experiments with funiculars.  At best, there is parametric modeling where updates in one area can cascade 
throughout the rest of the design.  But parametric modeling is not generative in any fundamentally radical way 
since it has to begin with a basic form and boundary condition and generally parametric designs do not carry in the 



 

What seems most problematic overall is that the challenge he poses to computation dilutes the radical 

potential by returning us to a moment that seems to step outside of current culture and into the 

formalism of the 60s and 70s.  Why, above all, would we want to return to the formal schema of post-

war abstraction, if the result is merely to rehearse what that schema has achieved?  Moreover, why in 

this day and age, with the incredible transformations in social and geopolitical space that also have 

much to do with computation and the algorithm (the Facebook/Pandora/and-whatever-else-you’re-

logged-onto complex, or, conversely, the twitter/Facebook complex of mobile technology and the Arab 

Spring) , would we insist on the apolitical and distancing effects of a critical Modernist formalism – what 

is the function of the radical and the critical if only to absorb its strains of thought back into an 

appreciation for aesthetic consumption removing us once again from historical and material 

confrontations?  The challenges involving computation far exceed the creative endeavor of architecture 

as mere building and it would be a massive lost opportunity to leave the question of criticality at the 

level of a formal structure.   Keller’s arguments intend to make that critical opportunity clear, but I’d like 

to argue that they are insufficient.  (For the sake of limitations, I’ll just focus on the main one) 

 

One of Keller’s central arguments is that computational architecture hasn’t achieved self-critical 

evaluation of the formal possibilities of the relationship between surface or field and shape or form. 

“The main effort is directed toward a sense that the building is sheathed in a single uninterrupted field.  

.  . this approach evades the sort of critical engagement with shape that Michael Fried famously 

identified in the work of Stella . . . An investigation into depicted shape and literal shape, then, means an 

inquiry into the works simultaneity as both an image field and an object.  By defaulting to the use of 

continuous wrappers, contemporary architecture too often denies itself the possibility of such 

exploration . . . ”    

 

In one sense, he is absolutely correct.  Much of computationally related work tends to organize itself in 

terms of the membrane, or enclosure, or the “surface” of architecture, the way in which structure can 

be read, or the way in which subdivision of surface can be presented, or even just the panelization of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
same software analytical methods for assessing performance.  Analytical methods for testing behavior are usually 
introduced through another program. Finally, although there are different types of algorithmic operations like 
cellular automata that generate complex organizations, the output usually needs to be defined through a system 
of graphing, and it’s the graphing that remains problematic since it’s another algorithm that spatializes data, but 
isn’t explicit. 



complex curvature.  And this is what he means by “field”.  But he misses the point insofar as that’s a 

function of the way in which many practices begin with a geometrical concept of organization such as 

shape or form, which is subsequently populated with arrays for articulation for various reasons using 

computational tools.  And this is absolutely a hangover from the surface complexity that was the 

standard formal motif of 90s and early 21st century digital design.  Digital design uses the computer, but 

it uses it to crunch mathematical functions derived from calculus with explicit attention to surface and 

form.  It is still massively compositional in its focus since it requires hand eye coordination to draw the 

curves and to shape them and to surface them with a mouse – or, conversely, to anticipate 

deformations which involve the same principles.  It is still in many ways a classical form of drawing.   

Most advanced algorithmically generative processes are critical of this approach towards form.  So, the 

Keller’s criticism is not necessarily accurate with regard to algorithmic computing so much as critical of 

practices that bring in algorithmic computing to satisfy some specific situation that, overall, remains 

consistent with traditional building methods and concepts, including those of the pre-eminence of form 

and shape.  The examples of successful projects that Keller mentions such as Koolhaas’s CCTV, the 

Seattle Public Library, or RUR’s tower in Dubai are not algorithmically derived, but rather algorithmically 

refined.  

 

But what about the relationship between pattern and form?   It is in fact here that the most pressing 

aspect of his critique can be seen, but since it’s lodged in a return to form and shape as an architectural 

priority, it astonishingly avoids any risk in computational practices.  As he points out the reason why 

pattern and form or have a critical relation is that they can’t be reduced to each other.  They are 

mutually exclusive.   Certainly parametric modeling tries to find a resolution between pattern and form, 

or field and shape, often called “optimization,” but this only deals with some aspects of architecture 

which we call computational.  Many of us engaged in computational research completely resist and 

reject the parametric or optimization as the fundamental goal as well as for as a totalizing experience of 

procedural experiments.  A large number of experiments, mine included, but those by, say Marc Fornes, 

Karl Chu, Philip Morel, Roland Snooks, Francois Roche and others are really against this kind of totalizing 

notion (although depending on who you ask, the philosophical reasons will be vastly different).  We 

don’t want the surface, say, to become a subset of the thing called “a building”, but more of an 

experiment in the conditions and categories of architecture.  To focus on the relationship between field 

and shape puts in reserve the image of architecture as Form, which is what circulates as an architectural 



experience, which is the distracted experience of Form as Spectacle.  And all subcategories remain fixed, 

including site, program, tectonics, etc. 

 

And here I think is the most precarious and interesting problem of the algorithm, which is to move us 

beyond the problem of Form, even in some cases against it, against the symbiosis between architecture 

and institution, between geometry and ideality, between ideality and Form.  Because what binds 

algorithms to their result is, in fact, blindness.i   

 

The Radical nature of algorithm 

Rather than propose examples of a radical architectureii made possible through the explicit features of 

the algorithm, since I’m not yet convinced there is one at the moment, I’d like to propose what is in fact 

the most important aspect of what it is as a technique.  First of all, to code algorithmically, to use 

recursive functions, to run cellular automata, is to reduce the operations of architectural thinking 

through drawing to a fundamental level of execution that is completely explicit that side-steps 

architecture as the romantic will toward Form.  This might seem at first glance an indication of an 

enlightened rational attitude (from a metaphysics of computation or mathematics to a science of 

optimization), but in fact, the generative potential of purely algorithmic operations has no intelligence 

whatsoever.  It is completely blind.  And that blindness in method possibly exposes us to very different 

notions of space, of organization, of movement and possibly matter.  When we operate with pencil or 

mouse or stylus, as soon as we invoke a point, a line, a plane, we are already in the world of a 

perceptual logic that lives and dies solely by its connection to Form.  Form as it were precedes 

architecture.  This can’t happen with the algorithm since its operations have no intrinsic relation to 

shape any more than space.  Blindness requires patience, and it’s no use to ask it to look for the best or 

most critical Form (although that is certainly one use).  Blindness leads to other kinds of precision.  It is 

in blindness that we might more radically introduce new relationships between the categories which 

define “architecture”, from structure to surface, to sequence (program/circulation).  The question is 

whether this investigation is committed with any critical anticipation rather than just chance, or whether 

the blindness falls back within a Romantic sensibililty. 

 

If we shift for a moment the cultural milieu defined by the intersection of social networking media and 

online web consumerism and entertainment or any number of web-based services, and search engines – 

we might notice that what is tying all of them together are algorithms, deeply invested in farming 



information, recombining it, exploiting it, generating, opening, and fetching relationships.  What does 

one make of this?  Is this something completely separate from algorithms defining architectural 

research?  Are the goals different?  Is the nature totally different?  

 

It is perhaps here, in the contradiction between slightly utopian attitudes towards a liberated and 

ambitious set of technologies and techniques, on the one hand, and on the other, the expanded field of 

subjectivity in which Foucault’s microphysics of power has reached a subatomic level of operation -- a 

field much wider than the formal structures relating pattern to shape and inherently more complicated 

and problematic.  It might be in this space that architecture, rather than building, finds itself for the first 

time engaged with culture as a critical question.  If there is a correlate to the randomness that I am 

thinking of with regards to the combinatorial features of algorithm, one example, on one end, might be 

Ryan Trecartin’s web. 101 and on the other John Cage’s interest in chance and rules.  As it stands right 

now, there isn’t in architecture that kind of engagement with algorithmic operations.  We are still pretty 

formal.   

 

However, if you look at an expanded list, there is a tremendous diversity that goes back to one of the 

first algorithmic approaches which was the V&A extension by Libeskind, the tiling for which was done by 

Cecil Balmond at Ove Arup.  The simple translation of a basic condition purely geometrical had 

astonishing results and is one of the most unfortunately never-built projects.  For the rest of us, who still 

aspire to that level of execution, there is a lot of tinkering around.  But not that much has to do with 

skins and shape.  Some are really interested in ornamentation, others structure, and yet others hyper 

technological.  But as yet, the question is how these eventually enter into larger questions such as 

geopolitics and public space, or Benjamin’s appraisal of architecture and spectacle, is quite absent.  I 

think that the value of a critical computation in architecture is possible with algorithmic functions 

precisely because it is way too simple to be any one model of meaning – it really lacks a solid metaphysic 

because there is no difference between Aristotle’s syllogism and a laundry list from the point of view of 

the algorithm – and so it’s really useful for raising questions about space and relationships, which I think 

are really more urgent issues, especially in the city of today, as opposed to Form. 
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i Extended Essay Below (this portion would normally be introduced here, but it is a long historical digression) 

What I have just written is perhaps enough to clarify on a basic level the questions I have about Keller’s essay and 
how it approaches computation.  But the fact is that Keller’s essay also avoids an important historical question.  
And this I think also has to be introduced.  Although “complexity” and “emergence” (Keller unfortunately scoffs at 
these terms) evolved as two aspects of discussions regarding algorithms and computation, it needs to be pointed 
out that their initial entry into the discourse was to provide algorithms with a model of meaning, that is, an 
epistemological framework that didn’t know what it was trying to say, but was digging as it were deeper below the 
set of tools already provided in various software programs that involve holistic geometrical concepts.  By 
explaining that computation could operate on the level of emergence and complexity, all that was being said by its 
various proponents was that these operations enable us to see features of organization that are at first quite 
unrecognizable (these points were already made decades earlier in computer science and mathematics, such as by 
Stephen Wolfram, and in fact, already joined the fields of architecture and computer science, through the writings 
of Christopher Alexander, who was major figure for computer programmers basically unconcerned with 
architecture).  But these are not the first computational models of meaning.   
 
The first gestures of computational experiments in design emerged in the early ‘90s on the one hand as a 
dissatisfaction with post-structuralist and deconstructionist rhetoric and, on the other, a turn towards experiments 
with software that enabled new experiments in how to construct form out of complex lines and surfaces rather 
than solids or Euclidean geometry – those programs were not meant for architecture, but rather industrial design 
and animation.  The energy was simultaneously inspired by Gilles Deleuze whose discussion of the Fold (which is 
the intersection of calculus and topology in Catastrophe theory) undermined traditional gestalt notions of form 
and emphasized the ontology of events.  Of necessity, the historical dialectic would isolate and banish previously 



                                                                                                                                                                                           
accepted definitions of geometry, shape and authorial composition.  One by one, experimental designers would 
chart a course away from Cartesian space and Euclidean geometry.  This was the first experiment with complexity: 
radical shifts between inside and outside, translations between architecture, infrastructure, and ground, inversions 
of structure envelope relation, etc.  The genealogy both in its formal orientation and in its theorization is tied to 
Deleuze’s ontology. 
 
But once it became clear that complexity could result from fairly simple operations, the relationship between 
algorithm and emergence began to move to the front.  And the notion of complexity was then channeled through 
various other scientific and mathematical concepts.  At the time it wasn’t understood how the algorithm could 
potentially bifurcate the use of computation, pushing to one side calculus based-techniques (mathematical 
physics, morphodynamics, and the Fold) opening up on the other side systems that were rich in patterns of 
complexity based on the most simple combinatorial rule-sets.    
 
What became clear was that computational work that uses mathematical physics as its primary engine produces 
simulations or mappings of pressures or force – the results are isomorphic with a kind of perceptual logic of the 
dynamism of form.  In this sense it isn’t generative except in a diagrammatic manner – it simply makes a picture of 
complexity.  Computational work that emphasized algorithms, for instance those using cellular automata, or 
primitive rule sets and recursive development are more strictly generative (as in a biological sense) – as opposed to 
mimetic.  These result in diagrams of complexity that might have the ability to be followed out in architectural 
terms, but they are essentially abstract, and have no inherent spatial or metric logic (those are features that can be 
called-out in an algorithm).  Nevertheless it remains to be seen how far this experiment will reorganize 
architecture, as opposed to becoming an instrumental feature of its refinement.  There aren’t, for instance, any 
intelligibly “correct” means for treating the computational results with traditional investigations of plans or 
sections, since, quite obviously, they are totally indifferent to Form (much more so than topology).  Algorithms 
because they are sequences of instructions are reducible primarily to pattern (even in the grammatical and 
syntactical sense). 
 
All of this might seem to be the result of the introduction of the computer over the last two decades as a tool for 
design.  But in fact this isn’t at all the case.  The basic analytical features that occupy today's computational 
architecture have their origin in the 19th century when many other "disciplines" began to re-organize themselves 
around what Foucault called the Modern episteme, from the diagrammatic to the emergent, to the combinatorial.  
In that sense the basic gestures accompanying today’s computational techniques are not new.  Concepts of 
environmental force, genetic development, biology, combinatorial systems and so on had already begun to occupy 
the concerns of a range of thinkers from Durand, to Hubsch and Botticher, Semper, Ruskin, Choisy and others 
during the 19

th
 century in their rejection of Classical mimesis.  Simultaneously this required a fundamental 

transformation of architectural notation that finally in the last few decades have emerged and which could be 
called truly generative, as a technique to design, rather than as a theoretical concept of organization or analytical 
statement.  
 
Since the 19

th
 century, then, complexity has been the point of most critical and analytical attitudes (even I would 

say the organicism and expressionism of the early part of the 20th century, or the post-structuralist and 
Deconstrunctionist work of the latter part of the century), but only recently have the analytical attitudes become 
generative as part of the design process.  In other words, each of these thinkers from the 19

th
 century that I have 

mentioned thought it essential to abandon models of design base on classical antiquity and focus instead on 
networks of functions and the abstract un-representable elements that constitutes their operations (and they 
suggested this by focusing on functions that ranged anywhere from a grammar of shapes, to labor, to methods of 
fabrication, to material logics).   This transformation, which severed the logic of architecture development from 
the history of representation, would not only reorganize the history of and concept of style but also the very logic 
of design as a method of analysis.  
 
ii
 (in a sense that goes beyond the pragmatism of sustainability or the aesthetic of “design” culture in general) 


